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Leshi Maevo

Leshi Maevo is a player character played by SirSkully

Leshi Maevo
Species and Gender: Human Female

Year of Birth: YE 19
Organization: Star Army Reserve
Occupation: Helmsman/Star Army Pilot

Rank: Shoi Kohosei
Current Placement: Fort Victory Reserve Center

Physical Description

Leshi is a 5’7” human female with bodily measurements of 30C-25-39 on her toned and athletic though
not muscle-bound frame, her limbs have a surprising bit of athleticism to them for somebody who is a
pilot and her hands have a slightly leathery quality to them from field work back before she joined the
Army. A pair of angelic wing tattoos adorn her shoulders and run down Leshi’s back, ending near her
hips.

Her lightly tanned features are framed by a strong jaw with a sly-looking set of grey eyes that sit behind
a blonde, choppy set of bangs which lead some people to question whether she can in fact see where the
ship is going. Leshi’s hair goes down to the base of her neck and has a somewhat wild look to it.

Personality

Leshi is a hard worker, she knows that nothing noteworthy can be achieved in life without putting in the
blood, sweat and tears along the way – despite this somewhat serious undertone, Leshi is quite a fun and
bubbly person who is full of vigour. Always down for lifting somebody up when they are down and
showing little hesitation when an opportunity to try something new is presented to her, Leshi always has
a spare ear and open arms for anybody who needs to talk it out.

Despite that last quality, Leshi struggles with telling people when something is wrong – preferring to deal
with problems internally rather than make them other people’s issues, she buckles down and tries to
work through them.

History

Leshi was born in early YE 19 on Morant, her Father was a SAoY engineer onboard a ship her Mother once
flew on long scouting missions, that fact alone helped them brave through the Great Plague of YE 08
when it hit. Those days were in the past though, now the family was known for the jury-rigged,
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autonomous machines that did the fieldwork for them. Since she was young, Leshi showed an interest in
both driving these machinations and maintaining them – one time she was left at home and accidentally
crashed a spray-drone, only to have it mostly fixed up and flying by the time her parents got back home.

As the young woman grew so to did her interest and skill in these areas, as much as she loved her family,
she felt her skills would have been wasted by staying. So it took some convincing but her parents
eventually came around to the idea of giving her a small shuttle and letting her fly off to make a name
for herself in the SAoY.

Leshi ‘earned her wings’ as a Star Army Pilot in early YE 39 but despite being naturally skilled at it, she
felt like something was missing – hence why she re-trained to become part of a bigger ship’s bridge crew
and was assigned to the YSS Kikyō in YE 40. Leshi's show of skill with vehicles, technology and small
arms caught the attention of some higher ups who thought she would make a nice addition to a certain
team tasked with looking after mini-idols.

Social Connections

Lachleen Maevo (Father)

Saya Maevo (Mother)

Skills Learned

Star Army Common Skills

Starship Operation: Leshi has been flying drones since she could walk – at which point she began
moving on to bigger and tougher things until she found herself qualified as a fighter pilot – then later
moving on again to fly the bigger ships – she is one hell of a capable pilot with quick reflexes and enough
knowledge of how the ship works to make use of that skill effectively.

Maintenance and Repair: Being around machines that needed fixing since she was born, and having
two parents who knew the ins and outs of such systems meant that it was almost fated for her to be
somewhat of a grease-monkey. Leshi can confidently strip down and build back up most pieces of
conventional machinery – even some less conventional ones.

Entertainment: Another skill Leshi managed to inherit was her mother’s love for the violin, her hands
gliding about the string with the same skill and grace they use to dart about the controls of a ship.

Fighting: Leshi's Mother taught her how to shoot from a young age, stating that a pilot should always
have a good pistol at their side - in addition to her SAoY training with weapons Leshi is rather skilled with
pistols and sub machine guns, really anything fully/semi automatic you can hide in a jacket or next to a
pilot's seat.

Vehicles: Not only a creature of the skies, Leshi is also rather skilled behind the controls of ground-
based vehicles such as bikes, cars, trucks and such of both the wheeled and hover variety.
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Technology Operation: Leshi has a knack for making electronic systems do what she wants them to,
anything from bypassing safety settings for a bit of extra speed to quietly coaxing an electronic lock open
from her phone rather than the keycard it was intended to read.

Inventory and Finances

Leshi Maevo has the following:

Star Army Standard Issue Items

Star Army Aerospace Flight Suit, Type 32

Electric Violin

Blacksmith Kit

Finances Initial balance +3,000ks Gogatsu Santo hei pay +2,000ks Rokugatsu Santo hei pay +2,000ks
Shichigatsu Santo hei pay +2,000ks

9,000 ks

OOC Information

This article was created on 2018/07/24 18:06 using the namespace template.

In the case sirskully becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? NO
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? NO

Character Data
Character Name Leshi Maevo
Character Owner SirSkully
Character Status Inactive Player Character
Approval Thread URL stararmy.com/…
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Reserve
SAOY Rank Shoi Kohosei
SAOY Occupation Star Army Starship Operator
SAOY Assignment Fort Victory Reserve Center
DOR Year YE 43
DOR Month 2
Orders Orders
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